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Free Labor through Marx's Capital
Wal den Pemant l e
This paper was written in Dr. Lora Wildenthal's history class, The History of Work (HIST 305).
Following the abolition of slavery or serfdom, wage
labor became the norm for the laboring class of many
nations. This article examines how capitalism and
wage-labor replaced slavery and serfdom with other
forms of coerced labor. The article uses the treatment of
freedmen in Reconstruction-era Southern United States,
Prussian ex-serfs in imperial Germany, and colonial
subjects in German Togo as case studies to argue that
government interference, commodification of labor and
goods, and prioritization of surplus value (profit) each
contributed to particularly coercive systems of wage
labor.

Sl aver y, Wage Labor, and t he Coerci on of Freedpeopl e

FOLLOWING THE ABOLITION

OF SLAVERY AND SERFDOM , the organizers of states have

commonly looked to the free labor market as coerced labor?s opposite. However, unless a
state?s freed people are given the capital to enter the entrepreneurial or managerial class,
entry into the free labor market practically means beginning a career as a wage laborer,
creating profit for others in return for a predetermined wage. In Capital, Karl Marx
describes wage-labor not as a foil to slavery, but as a twin evil, predicting a range of
abuses seen in post-slavery societies of many scales. This article investigates, in
particular, how wage labor has failed to provide freedom and unrestricted movement to
laborers emerging from systems of slavery and serfdom, and what mechanisms have been
used to co-opt wage labor into a system of coercion.
In Capital, Marx places wage labor on a spectrum with the absolute confinement of
slavery on one end and total freedom on the other. Rather than being forced into a life of
servitude, wage laborers are given the option to sell their labor; a wage laborer only
nears enslavement when he decides to sell his labor for an indefinite period of time, as
?he would be selling himself, converting himself from a free man into a slave, from an
owner of a commodity, into a commodity.?1 Thus, on one end of the spectrum is the
totally free, un-coerced laborer, on the other end, a slave, whose labor cannot even be
commodified under Marx?s definition because the laborer himself is a commodity. In the
middle are wage-laborers who have sold varying degrees of their labor, and therefore
sold varying degrees of their time and freedom.
However, as Marx explains, the decision of how and when one sells his labor rarely
constitutes a real choice. Even those in control of the means of production are rarely able
to resist the ?the immanent laws of capitalist production [which] confront the individual
capitalist as a coercive force external to him.?2 Given Marx?s nearly deterministic view of
the economy, the problem arises, then, of what one can consider freedom or free labor.
Marx suggests that wage-labor is closer to freedom than slavery, but insists that even
those setting the wages are controlled by some external force. Furthermore, given the
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lengths to which post-slavery economies of both deregulated capitalism and
state-organized socialism have gone to induce their subjects to work, there seems to be a
tacit acknowledgement from certain economic authorities that truly free labor is toxic to
a healthy economy.
In this article I will address how free labor has been conceived and denied in the
economies of the U.S. South, Prussia, German Togo, and Communist Hungary. As free
labor and slavery undercut one another when they exist simultaneously, my focus will be
on societies that have legally abolished slavery, yet continue to implement numerous
forms of coerced labor. Each of these economies offers an example of expressly
unenslaved laborers coerced into working under the justification that the work is for the
laborers or the nation?s own good. Ultimately, my aim is to contribute to a better
understanding of ?free labor? and the market and governmental forces that seem to
inevitably resist it.

Mechani sms of Labor Coerci on i n Reconst ruct i on Ameri ca
and i t s Imi t at ors

WHEN M ARX WRITES, ?the consciousness (or better: the idea) of free
self-determination, of liberty, makes a much better worker . . . as does the related feeling
(sense) of responsibility,?3 he potently encapsulates the United States? economic
philosophy following national emancipation. According to Marx?s caustic statement, the
intrinsic motivation of self-determination better motivates a worker than the external
compulsion of slavery, yet notions of self-determination or freedom are best kept solely
as illusions because they present some danger to the economy. Marx does not elaborate
on what, exactly, these dangers are. He seems to operate under the assumption that
intrinsic motivation is a better motivator than extrinsic, however, he also qualifies that
the ?idea? of self-determination and liberty (without its actual implementation) is seen
by capitalists as the best motivator of all.
Marx?s sarcastic qualification that the idea of freedom is preferable to real freedom
marks a lapse in the capitalist paradigm that Marx critiques. Canonical capitalist
philosophers such as Adam Smith have, with some exceptions, argued for less
interference with the individual, more personal freedom, and more personal
responsibility. Marx does not refute that freedom and responsibility produce better
economies. Rather, he simply argues that capitalist societies rarely offer any real
freedom, and substitute, instead, its mere idea.
In considering a purportedly capitalist country like the United States, one finds that
Marx?s critique is apt. Once slavery had been abolished, traditional capitalist thought
suggested that the lives and professions of ex-slaves would be drastically deregulated.
Instead, following a brief period in which land was awarded to ex-slaves, President
Andrew Johnson?s Amnesty Proclamation of 1865, with the complicity of the Freedmen?s
Bureau, allowed ?northern and southern elites [to] transform the economic emancipation
briefly achieved by many freedpeople into, at best, the merely formal freedom of the
contract.?4 This reaction, especially as it retracted a degree liberty already granted,
suggested a calculated effort to reduce freedpeople?s freedom in order to ensure the
social and economic stability of elites.
The mechanism for this reduction in freedom is strikingly similar to Marx?s
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description of how the wage-laborer is forced to commodify and alienate himself from
his labor. First, politicians in support of black landowners were removed from office, thus
allowing pro-sharecropping politicians to consolidate as much land as possible among
white, ex-slave owning planters.5 With the land out of the hands of freedpeople,
sharecropping became the new norm. Under sharecropping, the experience of
freedpeople fell almost entirely within Marx?s description. Sharecroppers ?manage[d]
both to alienate [their] labor power and avoid denouncing [their] rights over it.?6

The paradox by which a society embraces the idea of
freedom while seeking to limit it was neither specific
to the United States nor capitalist countries.
The mechanism for this alienation hinged on the ability to reduce the amount of
land, farming tools, crops, and processing equipment (what could generally be termed
the means of production) owned by farmers, while instating debt policies that allowed
maximum interference with farming practices. Numerous historians have exhibited how
sharecropping created a cycle of indebtedness that, with each year, decreased how much
of the sharecropper?s farm, tools, crop, etc., he really owned. Growing indebtedness also
incentivized sharecroppers to plant cash crops such as cotton where they would have
planted staple crops in order to pay off their debts. Where debt could not directly enforce
this planting practice, landlords could intervene because ?the law classified croppers as
employees rather than renters, thus allowing landlords to intervene in the labor process
in ways that would have otherwise been difficult.?7 Thus, from a system of small
landowners producing staple crops that could provide farmers self-sufficiency,
Reconstruction politicians legislated a system in which the laborer was entirely
dependent on fluctuations in market prices, deeply indebted, and, by and large, forced to
commodify his labor for life. Legally prevented from buying the entirety of a worker?s
labor, as described by Marx, Southern elites ensured that a maximum and ever growing
amount of freedpeople?s labor would be available for sale.
The paradox by which a society simultaneously embraces the idea of freedom while
seeking to limit it was neither specific to the United States nor capitalist countries. While
the Southern elites and the Freedmen?s Bureau attempted to manipulate American labor,
Germany?s Verein für Sozialpolitik (The Association of Social Policy) sought to emulate
what it saw as the United States? successful creation of a docile, dependent workforce.
Made up largely of self-described ?Christian Socialists,?8 and founded ?out of anxiety
about the social and political consequences of the growing freedom of labor,?9 the Verein
took its left-leaning stance, if anything, as a justification for its heavy intervention with
Germany and its colonies? labor force.The Verein developed a system of smallhold
farming based on the American sharecropping and homesteading systems. With this
system, the Verein aimed to preserve the ethnic and racial hierarchies established during
the serfdom system without causing former serfs enough discomfort to drive them to
revolutionary leftist groups. This smallholding system ?soon became the centerpiece of
nearly every policy recommendation by members of the Verein.?10 Under smallholding,
the German government awarded small peasant farms to the mostly Polish agricultural
working class. The German government heavily regulated these farms to ensure that
sugar beet was planted in addition to the staple crops commonly planted by
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smallholders. Much like cotton picking in the United States, sugar beet farming was
considered particularly strenuous work. Perhaps more importantly, it was work that
deferred payment; beets had to be centrally processed to create any useful good, whereas
staple crops could be consumed directly and thus provide farmers a much greater chance
at independence.
In the German colony of Togo, colonial authorities took an even more direct role in
?organizing? the economy, further blurring the lines between free and slave labor.
Germany sought to organize Togo in the image of the sharecropping South. To this end,
the German government hired members of the Tuskegee Institute, whose programs
Andrew Zimmerman has suggested largely picked up where the Freedmen?s Bureau left
off in ?endorsing poverty as a way of life? for blacks.12 Colonial authorities were even
more direct in the assertion that they were willing to sacrifice civil liberties to produce a
steady flow of cash crops. In Zimmerman?s monograph on agricultural labor in colonial
Togo, he quotes one particularly vicious colonial writer as saying, ??natives [have no
right] to live and die according to their own custom if their custom created economic
hardship for Europeans in the colony.?13 Sociologists of the time such as Robert E. Park
justified this stance as a sort of colonial apprenticeship, arguing, ?Africa must expect to
serve a long and hard apprenticeship to Europe, an apprenticeship not unlike that which
Negroes in America underwent in slavery.?14 The odd parallel between apprenticeships
and slavery is especially evocative, as it puts the transition from slavery to free labor
alongside Marx?s description of the transition from the feudal economy of guilds and
apprenticeships towards the industrially driven capitalism of the bourgeoisie which
?[tore] asunder the motley feudal ties that bound man to his ?natural superiors,?and has
left remaining no other nexus between man and man than naked self-interest.??15 A
consideration of Park?s statement in a Marxist context suggests that the abolition of
slavery and other enforced labor could have been one more step toward class struggle.
Yet in suggesting this, the statement also points out that certain forms of unpaid labor
have always prevailed, even if not on the same scope or level of brutality as slavery.
Marx?s stance on wage-labor versus slavery appears entirely justified in light of the
lengths gone to by economic organizers to coerce and subjugate post-slavery workforces.
Projects on both sides of the Atlantic purporting to champion the independence of the
worker have been little more than ploys to maintain a legally subjugated workforce. As
the letters of colonizers and administrators reveal, the enactors of these plans had little
issue admitting their systems? similarities to slavery, and instituted similarly brutal
practices such as corporal punishment and the use of humans as draft animals.16 Thus, if
one is to describe free and independent labor, not simply unenslaved labor, Marx?s ?free
proprietor of his own labor-capacity?17 might serve as a starting point. However, his
critiques of wage labor point out how far a ?free proprietor of labor? can be from
independence and a more meaningful type of freedom.

Pi ece-Rat es and Labor Coerci on i n Communi st Hungar y

THE FOCUS OF THIS ARTICLE SO FAR has been on labor abuses in countries in countries
ranging from the ostensibly arch-capitalist United States to the more centrally organized
Imperial Germany. However, it is also worth noting that countries led by supposedly
Marxist, working-class parties experienced their own peculiar forms of coerced labor.
Because these countries maintained state control over the means of production, it could
even be argued that overall, the workers in these communist states were more coerced
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Michael Moran (2017)
and alienated from the product of their labor than workers elsewhere. More
threateningly, the organization of these economies, which were generally opposed to
Smithian laissez-faire economics, appeared much more overt in their modes of coercion.
Thus, this section will address the similar ways that communist states have
disempowered workers, using Hungary as an example for how the worker?s alienation
within large-scale industry contributes to his coercion and exploitation under
communism.
For factory workers, especially, a large degree of alienation from the products of their
labor arose from the convoluted systems used for compensation. Describing his
experience in a Hungarian factory, Miklós Haraszti recalled being told, ??In our factory,
the hourly rate is a pure formality . . . we are on piece-rates; everyone earns according to
how much he produces. Understood???18 Yet, the piece rate system is not as simple as
claiming to pay hourly and, instead, paying by the piece. As Haraszti learns, ?I am on
piece-rates. And that changes everything. Labour is turned into its opposite. Every
possibility is turned inside out. Nothing depends on me.?19 Nothing depends on the
worker because the ?norms,? determining at what levels of production one gets a bonus,
are set so high that ?it is impossible for me [Haraszti] to reach the norm given on the
work-sheet. Even if I could? even if my output was one hundred per cent? I could hardly
earn any extra.?20 The end result of this system is not just a disillusioned workforce, but a
system that ?manages to increase production at the same time as it strips it of meaning,
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and of its principal driving force: the identification of the worker with the goals of his
own production.?21
While this ?stripping of meaning? is certainly not a positive, it can be considered
more broadly as a feature of industrialization rather than a specific abuse of
communism. If there is a more tangible threat in these economies, it is in how they deal
with the disillusioned workers who, like Haraszti, consider refusing to work in response
to unreasonable norms. ?If I don?t do the job . . . this constitutes refusal to work, which is
subject to disciplinary sanctions,?22 explains Haraszti. Ironically, even in so-called
worker?s states, workers were still compelled to work under legal threat well into the
1980s. While the states of workers in Warsaw Pact countries were never held as paragons
of Marx?s vision, it certainly warrants examination of how the exploitation of the
working class in these countries seemed to reiterate their own variations on the
exploitation exhibited in post-slavery capitalist states.

Threads of Unfreedom

I N EXPLORING THESE EXAMPLES OF FREE LABOR?S DENIAL IN THE WAKE OF SLAVERY, the
question arises: what attributes define truly free and independent labor? Certainly none
of these examples have exhibited the total brutality of slavery, yet in all cases the worker,
and in most cases, the overseer, find themselves compelled by some force ?that does not
depend on the will, good or bad, of the individual?23 to work and entrap themselves
further within the web of their economic situation. Thus, from these examples of
exploitation I argue that three common threads arise: increased government
interference, overt commodification of labor and goods, and the prioritization of surplus
value (profit) over use value. Each of these themes plays a key role in the coercion and
subjugation of workforces where slavery has been abolished.

If any worker should object, a number of laws keep
him at work; should someone in charge of the means
of production object and refuse to partcipate, the
market will replace hime with someone who will.
The first of these themes, government interference, may seem counterintuitive to
Marx?s economic philosophy. Generally, Marx?s critique of capitalism focuses on how
deregulation causes hardship. However, in every case I have presented, government
interference plays an important role in curtailing the freedom of the working class. The
example of communist Hungary is perhaps the most direct, as refusal-to-work laws
governed where, when, and how much work laborers completed via a strict legal code.
Togo, as well, offers an instance in which the intervention of the acting colonial
government was the only mechanism forcing the Togolese to produce cotton rather than
palm oil and other locally familiar staple crops.24 The United States presents a more
complicated example, as its government?s inaction on behalf of freedmen certainly
caused irreparable damage.25 Nevertheless, where the government did intervene, it
enacted a number of laws regarding debt, enfranchisement, and mobility that played a
dual role of forcing sharecroppers deeper into debt and disenfranchising them almost
entirely.
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With government regulation holding laborers firmly at their places of work, the next
theme that emerges is the overt commodification of both labor and goods. Haraszti
touches on this concept when he discusses the alienation of the worker from ?the goals
of his own production.? Marx offers the most direct explanation of this phenomenon. He
states that in the world market, there is ?no longer a question of obtaining from
[laborers] a certain quantity of useful products, but rather of the production of
surplus-value [profit] itself.?26 Across the world?s economies, the drive is not for a
sufficient number of useful goods, but rather an infinite number of commodities to be
bought by infinitely large markets. Here we see the driving principle behind the
impossible and frustrating setting and resetting of norms experienced by Harazsti, as
well as the insatiable drive to colonize that resulted in the subjugation of Togo and
numerous other areas. Because profit can accrue infinitely, there is no limit to how hard
one is incentivized to push his workers; because commodities need buyers to generate
profits, nations are constantly incentivized to forcibly situate other nations as buyers.
Thus, we see the reasoning behind one of Capital?s most incisive critiques, which falls
not quite on capitalism per se, but on the idea of capital, ?dead labour which,
vampire-like, lives the more, the more labour it sucks.?27 Capital facilitates the laborer?s
alienation from the product of his labor, thus keeping him from enjoying its benefits. If
we can assume then, that the working class laborer will never be a direct owner of the
means of production, and that ?surplus labour [profit] and necessary labour are mingled
together,?28 then it becomes apparent how capital and the alienation of the worker from
his work almost inescapably incentivize abuses of the worker.
The second piece of these economies? drive towards commodification comes from
the conversion of the worker?s time into a commodity. I have already addressed Marx?s
view on the commodification of labor-power, however I will summarize it again to
illustrate how this commodification creates exploitation. The free laborer ?must
constantly treat his labour-power as his own property . . . he can do this only by placing it
at the disposal of the buyer . . . temporarily . . . In this way, he manages both to alienate
his labour-power and to avoid renouncing his rights of ownership over it.?29 To retain
ownership over one?s labor (this being what keeps the laborer from ?converting himself
from a free man to a slave?), the labor must be temporary. The buyer, only having
temporary access to this labor, is incentivized to exploit it to its utmost, as if it were
literally an object, and not the product of a living person?s exertion. Thus, where
labor-power is alienated from both its task of creating use-value (as opposed to surplus
value), and its original owner (the one who does the labor), there exists two incentives for
the buyer of that labor to exploit his workers.
What underlies all of the former themes is a redefinition of the purpose of labor. In
all of these economies, the end goal appears to be the accrual of surplus value, or profit.
To accomplish this goal, the worker is removed as much as possible from the tangible
products of his labor. Ultimately, then, what compensates labor is nothing useful in and
of itself, but rather profit, which is awarded back to the laborer in the form of wages
based on what overseers see fit. If any worker should object, a number of laws keep him
at work; should someone in charge of the means of production object and refuse to
participate, the market will replace him with someone who will. When applied to all the
economies I have surveyed, even the socialist ones, Marx?s critique rings true in its
suspicion of those holding the means of production and ?vampire-like? capital.
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How Coerci ve i s Capi t al i sm?

THIS ARTICLE?S AFFIRMATION OF M ARX?S IDEAS makes for a grim conclusion. If capital
facilitates exploitation so readily, then is exploitation a foregone conclusion where
capitalism exists? The government intervention present in all of these cases renders
them not entirely representative of free market capitalism, and thus, this paper does not
offer a definitive answer. Nevertheless, the example presented by Haraszti of a
Communist state failing its workers through its persistent reliance on wage labor to
accrue capital certainly implies a degree of exploitation inherent to wage labor and
capitalism. Even so, the cases presented here seem to present perfect storms of
exploitation rather than suggest any one-to-one equation of economic philosophies to a
resulting exploitation. In each case, there appears to exist a toxic situation in which
governments have the power to intervene, employers have the incentive to remain
complicit, and the workforce is left without the power to resist. While these
combinations imply that ?free labor? is never entirely free, with its ?unfreeing? elements
identified, economies of exploitation can begin to be dismantled, however slowly, piece
by piece.
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